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Abstract Unfailing real world problems in engineering, economics, finance, etc. can lead to solving a system of
linear equations. In this paper we give a survey a new approach to solve this problem based on homotopy
perturbation method. Furthermore, we show that the solving linear equations by using a new method called modified
homotopy perturbation method, presented in [M.A. Noor, K.I. Noor, S. Khan, M. Waseem, Modified homotopy
perturbation method for solving system of linear equations. Journal of the Association of Arab Universities for Basic
and Applied Sciences., 13(2013)35-37] is impractical.
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1. Introduction

2. HPM Models for Solving System of
Linear Equations

Consider the following system of linear equations
Ax = b,

(1.1)

where x denotes a vector in a finite-dimensional space and

A homotopy between two continuous functions f and g
from a topological space X to a topological space Y is
defined to be a continuous function H : X × [0,1] → Y
from the product of the space X with the unit interval [0, 1]
to Y such that, for all points x in X, H(x; 0) = f(x) and H(x;
1) = g(x). If we think of the second parameter of H as
"time", then H describes a "continuous deformation" of f
into g. At time t = 0, we have the function f and at time t
= 1 we have the function g.
Next, we study some, numerical models for solving
linear systems based on HPM.

A ∈ R n×n .
Many of the problems that arise in technological,
industrial and science situations are linear systems and
there are some reliable methods for solving this class of
problems ; see [1-12] and the references therein.
Here, we study alternative approach to solve (1.1) based
on Homotopy Perturbation Method (HPM). The homotopy
perturbation method, first proposed by the Chinese
mathematician in [13] and was further improved and
developed for solving a wide class of problems arising in
2.1. Karamati's Model
various branches of pure and applied sciences; see
Consider the linear equation(1.1),where;
[14,15,16,17,18] and the references therein.
Recently, some researches applied analytical methods =
A [aij=
], b [b=
x j ], i 1, 2, ,=
n, j 1, 2, , n
i ], x [ =
for solving linear equations. Karamati [19], based on
HPM proposed a new algorithm for linear equations. Liu
Let;
[20] applied HPM to solve the linear systems and derive
) Au − b,
conditions to check the convergence of the homotopy
 L(u=
(2.1)

series. Saberi Najafi and Edalatpanah [6] presented an
F
(
u
)= u − w0 ,

analytical attitude for solving linear systems, based on
Homotopy Analysis method (HAM) and analyzed the
where w0 is a known vector.
convergence properties of the proposed method. Very
Then we define homotopy H (u , p ), as follows:
recently, Noor et al., in [21] used the modified homotopy
perturbation method to solving the system of linear
(2.2)
H (u , p ) =
(1 − p ) F (u ) + pL(u ) =
0,
equations. In this paper, we study HPM models to solve
where p ∈ [0,1] is an embedding parameter.
(1.1). Furthermore, we show that the Noor et al.'s method
Obviously, we will have,
is impractical.
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H (u , 0) = F (u ),

(2.3)

H (u ,1) = L(u ).

(2.4)

According to the HPM, we can first use the embedding
parameter p as a small parameter, and assume that the
solution of Eq.(1.1) can be written as a power series in p :
(2.5)

u =u0 + pu1 + p 2u2 + ,
and the exact solution is obtained as follows:

=
=
x lim
u
p →1

 u0 + pu1 + p 2 u2 

lim 
=

p →1  + p 3 u + 
3



u n+1 = (I-qQ-1HA) n (qQ-1H) b.

∑ u j , (2.6)
j =0

Putting Eq.(2.5) into Eq.(2.2),and comparing the
coefficients of identical degrees of p on both side, we
find

p 0 : u0 = w0 ,
p1 : ( A − I )u0 + u1 − w0 − b =
0,
u1 =b − ( A − I )u0 + w0 ,

(2.10)

Therefore;

=
u

∞

∞

ui pi ∑ [( I − qQ −1HA)(qQ −1HA)b] pi . (2.11)
∑=

=i 0=i 0

And finally by setting p = 1 , the obtained solution is as
follows,

=
u

∞

77

∞

ui
∑=

∞

∑ ( I − qQ −1HA)(qQ −1HAb).

(2.12)

=i 0=i 0

The author shows that the homotopy series converges
much more rapidly than the direct methods. Moreover, he
has adapted the Richardson, Jacobi and the Gauss–Seidel
methods to choose the splitting matrix and obtained that
the homotopy series converged rapidly for a large sparse
system with a small spectral radius.
Now, we study another model and show that this model
is impractical.

2.3. Noor et al.'s Model (Modified HPM to
Solve System of Linear Equation)

−( A − I )u1 ,
p : ( A − I )u1 + u2 =
0, u2 =

2

Noor et al. [21] for L(u=
) Au − b and F (u=
) Qu − w0 ,
where Q is any splitting matrix and w0 is a known vector,

And in general,

defined homotopy H (u , p, T ), as follows:

un +1 =
−( A − I )un , n =
1, 2,

H (u , p , T ) =
(1 − p ) F (u ) + ( qH ) pL(u ) − p 2 (1 − p )T = 0, (2.13)

Taking u=
w=
0, yields
0
0

where, p ∈ [0,1] is an embedding parameter and q is nonzero auxiliary parameter, H is the auxiliary matrix and

u1 = b,
u2 =
−( A − I )u1 =
−( A − I )(b),

T ∈ R n is an arbitrary operator.
Following the above procedures and some algebra; (see
[21]), the exact solution of problem (1.1) is presented to be as;

u3 =
−( A − I )u2 =
( A − I ) (b),

2

u = u0 + u1 + u2

un +1 =
−( A − I )un =
(−1)n ( A − I )n (b).

= Q −1qHb + ( I − qQ −1HA)u0

Therefore the solution can be of the form
∞

x = ∑ (−1)i ( A − I )i (b).

(2.7)

i =0

The convergence of the series (2.7) is proved for
diagonally dominant matrix A; see [19].

2.2. Liu's Model

(2.14)

+ Q −1 (qHb − w0 ) + ( I − qQ −1HA)u1 + Q −1T ,
where T has be obtained from ;

( I − qQ −1HA)u2 =
Q −1T ,

(2.15)

=
T Q( I − qQ −1HA)u2 .

(2.16)

Therefore,

By substitution (2.16) in (2.14), we have;
Karamati's model is efficient for solving system of
linear equations. However, this model does not converge
=
u Q −1qHb + ( I − qQ −1 HA)u0 + ( I − qQ −1 HA)u1
for some systems when the spectral radius is greater than
one.
(2.17)
+ Q −1 ( I − qQ −1 HA)u2
To make the improved model, Liu in [20] added the
[=
qQ −1 HA]−1 q (Q −1 H )b A−1b.
auxiliary parameter and the auxiliary matrix to the=
HPM.
This method is as follows;
Shortly, the main result in the above model is as follows:
(2.8)
H (u , p ) =
(1 − p ) F (u ) + (qH ) pL(u ) =
0,
where,

L(u ) =−
Au b, F (u ) =−
Qu w0 .
Here,

(2.9)

q is an auxiliary parameter, H is the auxiliary

matrix and the operator F (u ) is decided by the splitting
matrix Q .Then his iterative scheme for u is;

The exact solution of linear system (1.1) is u = A−1b.
As we know, this is trivial. On the other hand, based on
Eq. (2.17), the proposed method in [21] for solving (1.1)
is as follows:

=
u Q −1qHb + ( I − qQ −1HA)q(Q −1H )b

+ ([qQ −1HA]−1 − I )( I − qQ −1HA)q (Q −1H )b. (2.18)



inv

78
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i.e, Noor et al.'s model to solve Au=b, is (2.18). However,

A

−1

−1

[9]

−1

or [qQ HA] in (2.18) are unknown. On the other

hand, if we know A−1 , then any methods for linear
systems are redundant. Therefore, the mentioned method
is impractical.

[10]

3. Conclusions

[12]

In this paper, three numerical models based on
homotopy perturbation methods (HPM) are studied for
solving the system of linear equations. Furthermore, we
show that one of these models is impractical.

[13]

[11]

[14]
[15]
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